
FEATURES

Flexible Counting Features

Includes multi-counting modes: mix-counting, sorting, counting, auto currency and mix currency counting, serial 
number reading, etc.

Colorful Screen

5-inch big colorful TFT screen with smart touch function and user-friendly interface, easy to use.

Protects Against Counterfeits

Defends against counterfeit bills with Ultraviolet, Magnetic, and Infrared Detection technology. Secured counterfeit 
detection by dual CIS sensors.

Easy Maintenance

With the special front side & back side open design, you can do the machine cleaning and maintenance very easily.

BANKOSA BK150F Banknote Sorter
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A banknote sorter BK150F is designed to sort and recount cash efficiently. This device detects counterfeit 
banknotes precisely and supports various operating modes. The device provides high-speed recounting, reaching 
up to 900 banknotes per minute. The serial number reading feature simplifies counting, sorting, authentication, and 
other accounting processes that require accuracy and reliability.



MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS

Country of Origin China

Counting Mode Mix, Count, ADD, BATCH, ATM, FIT

Detection UV, MG, IR, 2CIS (image)

Hopper Capacity 500 Bills (Uncirculated)

Stacker Capacity 200 Bills (Uncirculated)

Reject Capacity 100 Bills (Uncirculated)

Machine Size 315x340x320 mm

Net Weight (1 unit) 15.6 kg

Display Screen 5.0-inch Touch Screen

Power Supply AC 100-240V 50/60 Hz <80W

Packing Way 1 unit/carton

Master Box (Outer Box) 440x450x450 mm

Gross Weight (Master Box) 18.7 kg

Counting Speed 900 Bills per Minute (Max.) CNT Mode 
720 Bills per Minute (Max.) Mix and Sort Mode 
720 Bills per Minute (Max.) Serial number reading
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ABOUT MANUFACTURER

BANKOSA is a leading supplier of professional banking equipment. The company specializes in providing top-tier 
banknote counting and sorting machines. The vendor strongly focuses on quality service, ensuring a seamless 
customer experience. A key advantage of BANKOSA is a commitment to offering competitive and reasonable 
prices on its solutions.

ABOUT COMPANY

BS/2 is part of the Penki Kontinentai Group. For over 30 years, the company has provided services to banks, 
financial institutions, retailers, and service companies. The main areas of expertise include software development 
and implementation, self-service channel distribution, and outsourcing. BS/2 software and hardware use in more 
than 90 countries worldwide.

BS/2 is an official partner of Diebold Nixdorf, a world leader in banking and retail equipment. In this cooperation, 
the company helps its customers organize, automate, and optimize business processes, improve service quality, 
and launch innovative services and products.

BS/2 strives to improve its service processes and follows ITIL best practices. As a result, the company can provide 
high-quality support and guarantee compliance with contractual obligations (SLA) regardless of the customer's 
location.


